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A Clinical Model for Bringing
International Human Rights Home:
Human Rights Reporting on
Conditions of Immigrant Detention
Gwynne Skinner1
This article was written as a response to a request by the Seattle Journal
for Social Justice in hopes that it could serve as a model and inspiration to
other law clinics throughout the country, which, like ours, are constantly
seeking projects for their students that will not only provide an opportunity
to develop good lawyering skills, but will also provide a transformative
experience for students passing through a clinic’s doors and make a
difference to those for whom the law remains elusive. The article is also a
response to the call to contribute to the collective body of knowledge
coming from clinical legal education that strives to pursue social justice
goals within clinical pedagogy.2
This article describes the design of the Seattle University School of Law
International Human Rights Clinic and the model the Clinic developed and
used in preparing an international human rights report regarding the
conditions of immigrant detention at the Northwest Detention Center in
Tacoma, Washington. The report continues to have a substantial impact on
a very important human rights issue close to home—the treatment of both
documented and undocumented immigrants. In addition, this article details
why the project was chosen and how it was designed and developed.
Finally, the article measures the project’s pedagogical outcomes against
accepted legal clinical pedagogical principles.
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INTRODUCTION
A. Description of the Project
Voices from Detention: A Report on Human Rights Violations at the
Northwest Detention Center3 was a project of the International Human
Rights Clinic (Clinic or IHR Clinic) at Seattle University (SU) School of
Law, in cooperation with OneAmerica (formerly Hate Free Zone), a Seattlebased immigrant and human rights organization. The report was the first indepth study of conditions at the Northwest Detention Center (NWDC) and
one of the first in the country to systematically apply both international
human rights law and domestic law to conditions found in immigration
detention centers.
Although there existed several recent reports on conditions of immigrant
detention,4 only a handful consisted of interviews of current or former
detainees.5 The Clinic decided to conduct a more extensive human rights
investigation and report. To date, Voices from Detention appears to be the
most extensive in terms of the number of detainees interviewed.
This investigation was conducted by law students and faculty in the IHR
Clinic and a staff member from OneAmerica during two semester-long
clinics. Over the course of eight months in 2007–2008, we conducted fortysix interviews with forty-one detainees, one family member, and four
attorneys representing detainees. We also took two official tours of the
facility (one each semester), followed by a question-and-answer session
with an Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) official, the agency in
charge of the facility, and officials with GEO Group Incorporated (GEO
Group), the private firm contracted to run the NWDC. Students in the Clinic
performed in-depth legal research regarding domestic and international
human rights law, measuring the conditions they found against applicable
law. They found certain conditions to be in violation of both the U.S.
Constitution and international law. In particular, they found violations of
the Fifth Amendment’s due process clause, as well as conditions that
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amounted to (1) violation of due process; (2) arbitrary detention, especially
of refugees; (3) cruel, inhuman, and degrading treatment; and (4) violation
of rights to family unity—all of which are prohibited by customary
international law (CIL),6 various international human rights treaties, or both.
Treaties ratified by the U.S. which prohibit these acts include the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR),7 the
Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading
Treatment or Punishment (CAT),8 and the Convention Relating to the Status
of Refugees and its Protocol (Refugee Convention).9
B. Why This Project Was Chosen
In short, as the director of the IHR Clinic, I chose this project for several
reasons. First, it offered students the ability to learn how international
human rights law could be applied domestically for purposes of advocacy.
Second, it provided the opportunity for students to engage in the type of
work international human rights lawyers often do—human rights factfinding and report writing. Third, it allowed students to develop numerous
skills traditionally associated with clinical experience and important for the
practice of law, such as interviewing, legal research and synthesis, factual
investigation, legal analysis, legal writing, and collaboration. Fourth, it
offered the potential to provide students with a transformative experience in
the arena of equal justice and social justice advocacy, central to the mission
of Seattle University School of Law,10 and a recognized pedagogical goal of
clinical law programs.11 And fifth, it was simply needed.
Finally, I was aware of recently released reports documenting problems
in immigrant detention centers elsewhere in the country.12 This issue was
also gaining increased exposure in the media.13 Given these factors and my
knowledge about problems with conditions at the local immigrant detention
center (as discussed below), I felt this was a way for the IHR Clinic to
localize an issue of national concern.
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I. THE PROJECT’S ORIGINS AND EARLY DEVELOPMENT
A. A Need in the Community
A convergence of events, one of which was four years in the making, led
the IHR Clinic to embark on this project. First, as the director of the Clinic,
I had been seeking projects where we could “bring international human
rights home” so that students could learn and experience the potential of
using international human rights law to address domestic social issues. All
previous Clinic projects had involved human rights abuses occurring
abroad.
Second, when I began teaching the IHR Clinic in January 2005, I brought
to the IHR Clinic a case I had filed while in private practice.14 In that case, I
represented two plaintiffs alleging abuses at the local immigrant detention
center—the NWDC in Tacoma, Washington—with one plaintiff alleging
physical abuse and the other alleging sexual harassment against the same
guard without either having knowledge of the other’s complaint. Both of
these plaintiffs had been referred to me after word spread among the
immigration bar that I was interested in legal cases regarding conditions,
especially abusive conditions, at NWDC.
Finally, during this same time period, which was shortly after the new
NWDC in Tacoma opened, local immigration lawyers reported the
emergence of many complaints from detainees about the conditions at the
NWDC. The complaints were many, including physical and verbal abuse,
inedible food, lack of due process before being placed in segregation, and
poor medical treatment. Many members of the local bar began documenting
conditions and complaints of serious abuses.
However, for reasons inherent in working with a population that is so
transient due to being transferred without notice to new detention facilities
or being deported, such documentation had not gotten off the ground in any
formal way. On one occasion, the IHR Clinic students and I met with those
in the immigrant rights community to discuss devising a systematic way to
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document conditions. In addition, detainees would call or write to me from
time to time to complain about conditions. However, due to other fairly
intense litigation in the Clinic, a project or legal case related to the
conditions remained dormant for more than a year.
B. The Idea of a Report Documenting Conditions Takes Hold
Throughout this time, the conditions at the NWDC remained on my
mind, and I was seeking a way to get the Clinic involved in the issue. As a
clinical professor, I always seek to make my students’ work as relevant as
possible and I understood that work close to home would leave the greatest
impact on their lives. Thus, I was striving to find a case or a project where
we could “bring international human rights home.” In addition, although I
was also looking for potential litigation cases, I felt it was important to
embark on a project other than litigation to give the Clinic some diversity in
projects.
One day after reading a series of articles on human rights lawyering and
fact-finding, it occurred to me that a report on human rights conditions at
the NWDC was a perfect project for my students. Being an international
human rights lawyer means many things. One very important and common
form of international human rights work is human rights fact-finding and
reporting.15 Although I was aware of this and had engaged in a human rights
fact-finding project in Africa, I had not actively considered pursuing a
human rights reporting project domestically. Once I began formulating the
idea of a fact-finding report measuring conditions of detention against
international human rights standards, I realized such a project not only
would “bring international human rights home,” it would also offer the
opportunity to teach students critical lawyering skills such as interviewing,
fact-finding, legal research, collaboration, legal analysis and writing. In
addition, it would do a great service for the community and for a group of
individuals who are among the most marginalized and vulnerable in our
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society. I then commited myself to having the IHR Clinic engage in such a
project.
C. Overarching Challenge: Identifying Detainees to Interview
Numerous issues needed to be addressed before the project was ready for
the IHR Clinic. Applying international human rights and domestic law to
conditions of detention and arriving at a conclusion as to whether the
conditions violated international human rights law and the U.S.
Constitution, although not easy by any means, was something I felt the
students could accomplish. However, planning a legitimate and wellthought-out fact-finding investigation would be more of a challenge. As part
of the fact-finding, I knew we would need to interview a fair number of
detainees about conditions.
Perhaps the largest challenge was identifying detainees to interview.
Given the one-semester time restraint of the Clinic and the vast amount of
information the students would need to digest for the project, I knew that
for the Clinic to be successful in this project, the procedure for identifying
detainees to interview and gaining access to them would need to be
accomplished prior to the start of the Clinic. It became clear that in order to
achieve this, we would need to collaborate with one or several organizations
doing work in the detention center who would be able to provide or help
acquire detainee identifying information. This is where the collaboration
with another organization, OneAmerica, became especially critical.
D. Partnering with Local Immigrant Rights Group
I knew of a small number of organizations in the Seattle area that worked
with detainees and their family members that might be able to obtain
information on detainees for us, such as names and alien numbers. One such
organization I knew particularly well was Hate Free Zone (now
OneAmerica),16 one of Seattle’s premier immigrant rights advocacy groups.
I also knew from prior conversations with those at OneAmerica that it was
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interested in doing work on detention conditions and that it had been
working with families who had loved ones in detention. In addition,
previous conversations with its executive director revealed that it was
interested in incorporating international human rights norms and law into its
domestic advocacy. It seemed to me that OneAmerica could be (and indeed
ended up being) a critical partner. Not only could its advocacy, organizing,
and media experience be extremely helpful, it could also work with its
many community partners in gathering information on the detainee
population.
I knew that as accomplished and capable as an organization like
OneAmerica was, however, it did not have the personnel resources to take
on a project like this. Through a former student, I learned that the U.S.
Human Rights Fund17 desired to support projects involving domestic
incorporation of international human rights and that immigrant rights was
one of its priorities. So in the spring of 2006, I approached OneAmerica
about applying for a grant with the Human Rights Fund to support a project
involving immigrant detention, including preparing a human rights report
on the condition of immigrant detention. OneAmerica showed immediate
interest, and we drafted the proposal over the summer, jointly submitting it
in September 2006. Although not selected in the initial round of funding,
we learned in the spring of 2007 that we were selected in a second round,
with the Human Rights Fund wanting us to focus on mapping, advocacy
training, preparing a human rights report, and distributing it as widely as
possible. The grant allowed OneAmerica to hire a human rights associate
who would be assigned to this project.
An associate was hired and began work on June 1, 2007. She spent her
time over the summer, among other things, meeting with me to begin
designing the project and building relationships with many advocates and
community groups that would ultimately provide us information we would
need regarding detainees. She and I also met with a small number of leaders
in the local immigration bar, as well as one or two people we felt should be
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informed of the project (such as the legal director of the local ACLU who
had also been interested in this topic) to let them know a bit about what we
were doing, although we asked that they keep the project confidential.

II. THE INITIAL PRE-CLINIC PLANNING OF THE PROJECT
As mentioned above, during the summer of 2007, I met with
OneAmerica’s newly hired human rights associate to plan how our project
could come to fruition. There were three areas in which we had to prepare
prior to the Clinic starting. First, we had to begin to compile a list of
detainees to interview. Second, we had to decide how much, if any,
information about the project we needed to share with ICE and the GEO
Group during the fact-finding phase. Finally, we needed a clear
understanding of how we and the legal interns could gain access to the
detainees at the detention center.
We started with several questions. How would we go about identifying
which detainees to talk to, let alone how to access them? How would we get
their alien registration numbers,18 which would be required in order to set
up interviews with them? If we were not representing them, would we be
allowed to meet with them? And how would we do all this without the GEO
Group and ICE becoming aware of what we were doing? That raised a host
of other questions, such as whether we could legally and ethically conduct
the investigation without the GEO Group and ICE giving us permission or
at least knowing about the project, and whether we even wanted to. We
ultimately decided that if we wanted the fact-finding to be legitimate,
accurate, and confidential and the detainees to be protected, we would have
to do it without the knowledge of the GEO Group and ICE.
With regard to gathering a pool of detainees to interview, we discussed
the possibility of simply putting the word out and letting detainees who had
concerns contact us. But this raised two problems. First, it was likely that
ICE and/or the GEO Group would find out about the investigation. Two
possible repercussions from this were being denied access to detainees or
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detainees being targeted by ICE or the GEO Group. Second, it was possible
that putting the word out would skew the report, as it would include
information only from those detainees who had concerns and who were able
to contact us—English speakers sophisticated enough to reach us and/or
those with enough money to pay for postage or make telephone calls. Thus,
in addition to those detainees who were already contacting my office (due
to my involvement in the prior litigation case) and OneAmerica about
conditions, we also decided to (1) ask family members that OneAmerica
knew had loved ones in detention for permission to contact the loved one
and (2) to have OneAmerica reach out to various organizations that would
have names of detainees to see if the organizations would be willing to
share the information with us.19 Many were so willing. With that, the
process of compiling a list of detainees to interview began.
Second, because the students who were participating were not attorneys,
we had to get special approval from ICE to allow the students into the
attorney interview rooms at the NWDC to access detainees. Before each
semester began, we obtained permission by simply requesting access to
detainees via letter, and providing the necessary information for security
checks, such as social security numbers. We did not disclose that were
conducting a fact-finding investigation, but neither did we misstate what we
were doing. We simply asked for permission to have the students enter the
facility to interview detainees. They approved our request. Similarly, when
we had to use interpreters inside the facility, we sent a letter asking that they
be allowed into the facility, providing similar information for security
clearance purposes. We never had a problem gaining access for anyone.
With some detainees identified for interviews and with access to the
NWDC approved, the Clinic was ready to embark on the project.
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III. PREPARATION, PLANNING, AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE PROJECT
WITHIN THE CLINIC
A. Student Preparation
1. Creating the Buy-In
When a clinic undertakes a project, it is my view that, ideally, professors
need student buy-in. By buy-in, I mean that the students agree there is a
need for the project, agree that it fits within the clinic’s mission and
purpose, and believe they will benefit from working on it. Some clinics gain
the buy-in by allowing students to choose the projects or cases in which
their clinic will participate. However, at other times, it might be appropriate
for the professor to decide on the cases or projects ahead of time, based on
need and pedagogical reasons that might not always be clear or obvious to
the students. If this is the case, it is important that student buy-in occurs.
In this case, students were enrolling in an international human rights
clinic. Thus, it was important for students to understand the two important
nexuses between this project and international human rights. First, the
project would incorporate international human rights law because
conditions at the NWDC would be measured not only against U.S.
constitutional standards, but also against international human rights
standards. Second, this project would be a human rights fact-finding report,
an important and frequent activity undertaken by international human rights
advocates. Although I routinely discussed human rights reporting in the
seminar portion of the IHR Clinic, I explained to the students that this was
an incredible opportunity to actually conduct one.
It was also important for the students to understand my reasons for
picking this particular project. In that regard, we read numerous articles and
reports concerning immigrant detainees, the deportation process, and a
handful of prior reports discussing conditions of immigrant detention.20 We
also read reports and accounts of detainees and their families to try to
understand the human impact of our immigration laws, which have resulted
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in significantly more detention over the last few years.21 The students also
read articles on human rights fact-finding and human rights reporting.22 The
material was critical not only because of the discussion about the role of
human rights fact-finding, but also because of the information concerning
structuring an investigation, designing questions, synthesizing the
responses, and reaching conclusions—in addition to information about the
barriers one faces in human rights reporting.
In addition to the reading, we discussed how vulnerable the detention
population is because detainees have little access to attorneys, how
detainees are often afraid to speak up because of fears of retaliation, how
they are often transferred to other locations, and that they are usually
ultimately deported. Many who may have been the main breadwinner are
separated from their families. They are vulnerable, afraid, and often
powerless.
Of course, no amount of reading can have the same effect on a student, a
lawyer, or anyone dealing with a vulnerable population as actually
interacting with them. Thus, as expected, when students began interviewing
and interacting with the detainees, their empathy, compassion, and desire to
make the project a success increased.
2. Researching International Human Rights Law
Of course, students also studied international human rights law. We read
and discussed numerous treaties, many of which were applicable to the
topic at hand. In particular, we studied international law’s due process
requirements, its prohibition of cruel, inhuman, and degrading treatment
(CIDT), arbitrary detention, and the right to family unity—all arguably
found in the principles of customary international law, the ICCPR, the
CAT, and other related documents—as well as the rights of refugees
outlined in the Refugee Convention.23
In addition, we studied the U.S. constitutional rights to which all within
U.S. borders—documented and undocumented immigrants alike—are
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entitled, such as the procedural and substantive due process rights granted
under the Fifth Amendment. We studied in depth the Fifth Amendment’s
right to be free from CIDT, which includes the right to be free from punitive
conditions—those conditions amounting to punishment—in nonpenal
institutions,24 such as in civil detention facilities.
3. Developing Interviewing Skills
Interviewing is an extremely important skill for those who take on any
legal case, not just fact-finding. Students in law clinics and practicing
lawyers often have more than one chance to interview their clients to
accumulate information (often gleaning additional information on the
second or third interview). Here, however, interviewing took on added
importance because the student team would likely have only one chance to
gain the information they would need, given our time restraints and the
number of detainees we felt necessary to interview for the report. Thus, we
spent substantial time learning and practicing interviewing skills. We also
knew we would likely be working with interpreters during many of the
interviews, so we paid specific attention to conducting interviews using
interpreters. Once the fact-finding began, a faculty person—either myself or
the professor who co-taught the IHR Clinic—was present for all of the
initial interviews and most of the remaining interviews,25 and we gave
detailed feedback to the students regarding their interview skills and areas
that needed improvement so that their interviewing skills would continually
improve.
B. Additional Student Planning
1. Preparing the Questions to be Asked
Although it was necessary to do some of the planning prior to student
involvement, the students were very involved in structuring and planning
the project. In addition to the preparation outlined above, the first step in the
investigation was to plan the areas of inquiry and the questions. After
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reviewing other reports on detention conditions and considering the
previously-expressed concerns regarding detention conditions from those in
the coummunity we had met with over the last few years, we brainstormed
about what information we wanted and needed to know.
A committee of students drafted questions, relying on lessons learned
from the reading material about human rights fact-finding. The students also
took care to ensure that the questions were as objective and open-ended as
possible. In this way, we could measure whether the detainee we were
interviewing felt strongly enough about a condition to raise it with us
without being asked any specific questions about that condition. Through
this method, we were able to compile a list of their most pressing and
immediate concerns. Students designed follow-up questions to ascertain
whether the problem was one with which the detainee had specific
experience and what that experience was, or whether it was something he or
she had heard about. The students would then ask more narrow questions to
get as much detail as possible about the specific concern raised. This was
important for credibility, for comparative analysis, and for gaining a better
understanding of the problem.
After drafting the areas of inquiry and specific questions, the students
also drafted a preamble—information that would be given to the detainees
before they agreed to be interviewed. The preamble indicated, for example,
who we were, how we had obtained the detainee’s name, what we were
doing, that ICE and the GEO Group did not know about our investigation,
and that we hoped to keep it that way. The students also agreed to inform
the detainees at the outset that we would not be able to give them any
specific legal advice about their immigration matters. This preamble was
always read to the detainees before they were asked if they would be willing
to participate in the fact-finding by answering a series of questions.
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2. Ensuring Confidentiality
Confidentiality was an important issue for the Clinic to consider.
Information told to an attorney is confidential when told for the client’s
purposes of seeking legal advice, which, of course, was not what was
occurring.26 Additionally, we did not want to keep the information
confidential; in fact, we wanted to use it in our report. However, we also
understood that it was important to protect the detainees who were giving us
information. Therefore, we decided that the report would use pseudonyms
and that the students would inform the detainees of this before asking them
if they wanted to participate in answering our questions. Thus, that
information was added to the preamble.

IV. EXECUTION OF THE PROJECT
A. Accessing Detainees
As the academic year commenced, students began their interviews fairly
quickly, usually by the second or third week of the semester. Once we had
detainee names and numbers, facilitated by our collaboration with
OneAmerica and its contacts,27 we were able to access the detainees by
providing their names and alien numbers to the personnel at the NWDC and
meeting with the detainees in the attorney rooms. We went to the detention
center and asked to see a specific detainee, and after a wait that could last
several hours, the detainee was brought to an interview room where we
interviewed him or her.
When meeting with a detainee, neither ICE nor GEO officials ever asked
why we were there or why we were meeting with the detainee, even though
we did not have a notice of entry of appearance on file for any of the
detainees. However, we in the Clinic agreed that we would answer
truthfully if questioned. We probably could have answered that we were
there to gather information and meet potential clients, given that one of the
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secondary purposes of the interviews was to identify possible plaintiffs for
potential litigation, if we found such was merited.28
Typically, the night before or the morning of the interview, the students
would call ICE to ensure that the detainees with whom they hoped to speak
were still in the detention center. If they were not, the student would simply
move down the list. On a number of occasions, however, the detainees were
not at the NWDC even though students had been told they were. On these
days, the students were simply not able to complete an interview.
B. Interviewing Detainees
The students interviewed the detainees in teams. When the students first
met with the detainee, they would introduce themselves and describe who
they were and what they were doing. They would explain the process of
information gathering, saying it was being done confidentially without the
GEO Group or ICE knowing, and that the information would be attributable
to pseudonyms. After giving them a chance to ask questions, the students
would then ask if they wanted to proceed and be interviewed. In nearly all
cases, they did. A few, however, declined to be interviewed.
As was planned, the students began by asking open-ended questions
about the facility and its conditions, then asking nonleading follow-up
questions, and then asking about specific conditions, also in a nonleading
manner. At the end of the interview, the students again explained that what
we were doing was confidential, but also gave the detainees our information
so they could either contact us with more information or give our
information to other detainees who might be willing to talk to us.
Occasionally, we would get a call from someone wishing to speak with us
who had been told about our investigation from another detainee.
In addition to those in detention, there were a small number of recently
released former detainees we interviewed. In those situations, the students
would arrange a time to meet with them and interview them in the manner
described above.
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We had also hoped to interview some family members. That turned out to
be more difficult than we had imagined, either because we had a difficult
time locating the families or because they were unwilling to talk to us.
However, we were able to interview the wife of one man in detention. She
provided additional insight into the visitation process and the effect of
detention on family members.
Finally, we interviewed several local attorneys who routinely work with
NWDC detainees. Those questions focused on issues including access to
lawyers, barriers to representation, attorney-client confidentiality, and due
process issues.
After each interview, the students would write an interview memorandum
for each detainee, using a pseudonym. The second semester’s students
created a chart wherein information about conditions gleaned from each
interview was kept for purposes of later creating statistical information.
We originally estimated that the Clinic would have the ability to
interview approximately sixty detainees. Ultimately, because of the
difficulty of accessing some of the detainees, the wait times, and
misinformation by ICE regarding who was in the facility, the students spoke
to forty-one detainees.29
C. Identifying Additional Detainees
During the second semester, given the problems with detainees being
transferred, deported, or released, our list began to dwindle, and we needed
to find a way to obtain more names of detainees to interview. In addition,
especially after reading more material on human rights fact-finding, we
began to have concerns that the report might be subject to attack given that
we were primarily interviewing detainees who we knew to have specific
problems or concerns. This problem arose because even though we were
getting information from community organizations, they tended to give us
the names of individuals who they knew specifically had concerns, even
though this was not our original intent.
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Although it was important and probably acceptable to take the
information of some detainees who had specific complaints, we understood
that it was also important to find a way to talk to an even greater number
who did not seek us out. Thus, we felt that to have a legitimate fact-finding
the Clinic would need to find a way to access detainees more directly. The
students began planning how we would access more detainees, especially
on a more random basis. The Clinic brainstormed with OneAmerica about
ways to do this. As a result of these conversations, two things occurred.
First, OneAmerica again requested that certain groups it knew routinely met
with detainees share all the known names and numbers of the detainees in
the detention center (or at least had been in detention recently). This proved
successful enough to give us additional names; however, many of those
detainees were no longer in the NWDC.
Second, the students in the second (spring) semester learned that ICE
posted the names and alien numbers of those having their master calendar
hearings outside the courtroom located on site at the NWDC, which was
located adjacent to the lobby where we waited to be shepherded into the
attorney interview rooms. Thus, on two occasions during the spring
semester, the students entered the area outside the courtroom and wrote
down the names and alien numbers of detainees on this list. On the second
occasion, however, a guard at the center told the students they were not
allowed into this area. It remains unclear to us why such was the case, but
after that, the students complied and no longer went to that area. But it did
allow us to get the names of several detainees.
Another benefit of identifying detainees from community groups and
from hearing lists was that most of those identified in this manner did not
speak English. Most, but not all, of those detainees who contacted us or
who we were referred to by others—many of whom had specific
complaints—were English speakers. Although we had assumed such was
probably the case, it became more clear to us as time went on that those
who spoke English had a much easier time understanding the rules of the
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NWDC, could more easily file grievances or express their concerns, and
otherwise function more easily. For those who did not speak English,
especially those who did not speak English or Spanish, conditions and life
in the detention center were even more difficult and problematic.30 Thus, we
understood that accessing and interviewing those who did not speak English
was very important to the thoroughness of the report.
D. Additional Research and Investigation
In addition to interviewing detainees, the Clinic felt it was important to
engage in additional research and fact-finding in order to prepare the human
rights report. Although students in both semesters located and read the
reports relating to other detention centers,31 they were also able to locate
and read annual reports by ICE about the NWDC specifically.32 The
students located and reviewed these assessments and determined that certain
areas of concern—such as the telephone system, grievance procedures, and
the handling of food—had been brought to the GEO Groups’s attention
before by ICE.
The students, especially those in the first semester, also did an enormous
amount of research into understanding what laws or regulations applied to
these federally-operated detention centers, such as the NWDC. They located
the National Detention Standards,33 but quickly realized the standards were
not binding. As the students discovered, there was only one very vague
regulation,34 and no federal statute, that applied to immigrant detention
conditions.35 Thus, students were left to conclude that the only binding law
regarding conditions of detention was that made by courts relying on the
Fifth Amendment’s due process clause.
Students in both semesters also determined that it would be helpful to
tour the facility. We were able to accomplish this during both semesters.
During the fall semester, our clinic joined a tour already arranged by a local
group that had formed a roundtable to address issues of detention. During
the spring semester, I simply asked the ICE official in charge of the facility
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if the students could have a tour given that they were working on the issue
of detention as a clinic project. He agreed. Both tours were very helpful, as
the tours allowed the students to see the area that the detainees were
discussing, gain a better understanding of the atmosphere, and even to
dispel some myths or assumptions they had about the NWDC. In addition,
following each tour, the students were allowed to ask questions of ICE and
GEO Group officials. The answers to these questions primarily provided
background information, but also helped clarify some issues for which there
were discrepancies among detainees, and assisted the students in arriving at
some conclusions.

V. ARRIVING AT CONCLUSIONS
During the first semester, the students were simultaneously conducting
the interviews, engaging in additional planning, and conducting legal
research. Toward the end of that semester, the team researching U.S.
constitutional case law wrote two very useful memoranda regarding which
conditions might be in violation of the Fifth Amendment. The other teams
began writing preliminary portions of the human rights report involving
international human rights law, and specific food guidelines that ICE’s
contract with the GEO Group mandated, requiring detainees to be provided
with balanced meals and quantities of food outlined by the National
Academy of Sciences.36
During the second semester, the students were again simultaneously
conducting interviews and conducting additional legal research, but they
were also busy arriving at legal conclusions and writing the report about
violations of international human rights and U.S. constitutional law. The
interviews ceased during the last few weeks so that the students could
devote all their remaining time to drafting and editing the report. Each
student agreed to draft a section or two of the report, with the concluding
section being the last section written. There was a substantial amount of
peer editing of the report among the students. This was a very helpful stage
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and one where many students simply shined. The students during the last
semester worked remarkably well together writing and editing the report.
Perhaps the most important part of the project was its conclusions—that
certain conditions in the Northwest Detention Center violated both
international human rights law and the U.S. Constitution. These conclusions
were reached by students by applying the law they had researched to the
facts, arriving at a consensus as to whether the conditions violated any law,
and then, identifying which laws in particular. As with any law student or
new lawyer, this was perhaps the most academically rigorous part of the
project, along with arriving at an understanding of the domestic application
of international law and how the Fifth Amendment’s due process rights
applied to the conditions within a civil institution. Thus, the project
involved fairly complex law and legal analysis. Students spent a
considerable amount of time organizing and coming to a consensus on their
findings, along with possible recommendations.37

VI. THE COMPLETION OF THE PROJECT AND ITS IMPACT
As students were completing the writing of the report, some additional
issues arose. First, questions arose as to whether the report could quote
comments made by ICE and GEO Group officials during the tours, when
they did not know about the report (although they did know and see that the
students were taking notes). After much debate, the students came to the
conclusion they could, but decided they would do so conservatively and not
publish anything said that could be particularly embarrassing, unless it was
critical information.
Second, many students believed it was important that the report contain
some photographs. However, we were unsure how to go about getting such
photographs. We were able to locate and get permission to use some
photographs taken from outside the facility. We also located some
photographs of the inside of the facility from newspaper articles, albeit
somewhat dated, that we would have been able to purchase from certain
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media outlets. But some students were concerned that those photographs
were too dated and did not properly depict the areas of the facility we
wanted to portray. After much discussion regarding ethical bounds, we
decided that I would approach ICE’s regional public affairs officer and
simply ask if we could take photographs of the inside of the facility for a
report the class was doing on detention. In other words, I would disclose the
fact of a report, but not get into detail.
I did so. Interestingly, the regional public affairs officer did not question
or make any inquiries regarding the report. My assumption is that she
believed it was simply a class report. However, she explained it would be
difficult and time consuming to allow us access to the facility, and instead
offered to take pictures of places we wanted and send them to us. Upon
discussing her response with the students and further deliberation, I emailed her again, this time explaining that the report might end up being
released or make its way to the media. But the offer remained. In fact, she
did ultimately send us pictures. However, due to other reasons, we decided
not to have pictures of the inside of the facility in the report, but only
pictures of the outside of the facility on the cover of the report.
Finally, other questions arose as to whether we should disclose to ICE the
existence of the report and its conclusions and give ICE a chance to respond
before finalizing the report. There was much debate about this. Ultimately,
the students decided they were under no obligation to either inform ICE
beforehand or give it a chance to respond. However, as a matter of courtesy,
the students decided they did want to inform ICE, through a local or
regional representative, of the findings and present ICE with
recommendations. This meeting did occur, taking place approximately two
months before the report was released in its final form.
As the semester was ending and the students were doing the final editing,
the Clinic began to think about where this project might go next, who the
report would be released to, and how we and OneAmerica could use it to
advocate for change. In these regards, the students believed it should be
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released as widely as possible. It would be made available on the websites
of both the Seattle University School of Law Ronald A. Peterson Legal
Clinic and OneAmerica. We also agreed with OneAmerica that holding a
press conference and releasing it to the media was important. As a result,
the communications director for OneAmerica taught one of the two-hour
clinic seminars, discussing how to work with the press. In that seminar, the
students were able to brainstorm about what the most important points in
the report were and how to frame those points both for a savvy media and
for the public.
In addition, the Clinic and OneAmerica wanted to ensure that the report
was given to U.S. senators and representatives from Washington State and
that we arrange meetings with their staff as soon as possible. As it
happened, a few of the staff discovered that we were working on a factfinding report after they inquired with OneAmerica concerning what it
knew about the detention center’s conditions; they were hearing about
problems there as well. Neither we nor OneAmerica told them about what
the report was likely to conclude, but we informed them that the report
would be released in the late spring.
After the close of the semester, the other professor, OneAmerica’s human
rights associate, and I continued to do final editing of the report and drafted
the executive summary. The executive director and communications
director of OneAmerica reviewed the final drafts and made some additional
editing suggestions, all of which were incorporated.
The report was released in early summer 2008. OneAmerica took the lead
in organizing the press conference and wrote the press release, which
included the Clinic faculty’s input.
Several of the IHR Clinic’s students who worked on the report were able
to participate in the press conference, even having speaking roles. For those
students able to participate, they had the opportunity to experience media
advocacy, which is so critical to human rights work around the world.
Shortly after the press conference, a student and I joined the executive
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directors of OneAmerica and the Northwest Immigrant Rights Project
(NWIRP), Seattle’s leading nonprofit immigration service provider, in a
meeting with the staff of several of Washington’s U.S. senators and
representatives. The student who was able to participate in that meeting
gained important knowledge and experience concerning how human rights
reports can be used in domestic political advocacy.

VII. HOW THE PROJECT FIT WITHIN THE CLINIC’S PEDAGOGICAL
GOALS
A. Identifying the Pedagogical Goals
As a clinician, when I am choosing a case or project for my clinic, I
identify the clinic’s pedagogical goals—the skills I am hoping students
acquire—and try to determine how a project might meet the goals. After the
project is completed, I then attempt to assess how well the case or project
measured up to these goals.
Perhaps the first set of goals by which to be guided in clinic design are
the MacCrate standards, a set of skills the MacCrate Report38 found to be
significant to the practice of law: (1) problem solving, (2) legal analysis and
reasoning, (3) legal research, (4) factual investigation, (5) communication,
(6) counseling, (7) negotiation, (8) litigation and alternative dispute
resolution procedures, (9) organization and management of legal work, and
(10) recognition and resolution of ethical dilemmas.39
The MacCrate standards are important, and other types of work we had
done in the IHR Clinic, especially human rights litigation, almost always
measured up to the MacCrate standards. In a project such as this one, where
there were no clients (although there was a group of people whose interests
we hoped the project would advance) and no clear opportunities for
negotiation, litigation, or alternative dispute resolution, so some of the skills
set forth by the MacCrate Report were not applicable. However, most of the
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skills were, and I always have the MacCrate standards in mind regardless of
the project upon which my clinic is about to embark.
Based on the MacCrate standards and my own experience, there are
several pedagogical goals that I expect each chosen project to accomplish.
These goals are as follows: (1) learning the substance of some aspect of
international human rights law on a project of academic rigor; (2) learning
and practicing interview skills; (3) collaborating with other team members,
especially in the area of problem solving; (4) improving legal research and
legal synthesis; (5) improving legal analysis and legal writing; (6)
conducting factual investigations; (7) learning about office organization and
management of legal work; (8) gaining empathy and understanding about
the lives of others; and (9) having a transformative experience regarding
equal/social justice. Moreover, with each project or case I choose, I hope—
but cannot always predict with any degree of certainty—that an ethical or
professional dilemma will present itself for the students to grapple with and
resolve.
There are two additional pedagogical goals that I hope to accomplish if
the project provides the opportunity to do so, both of which are increasingly
critical to human rights work. One is collaborating with an outside
organization and experiencing both the power and complications that can
arise from that. The second is coming to understand the power of the media
in human rights advocacy and the importance of being able to work with the
media if possible. This project provided the opportunity to do both.
B. Assessing How the Project Measured Up to Pedagogical Goals
Overall, I was very pleased with how well this particular project achieved
the Clinic’s pedagogical goals. Foremost, it provided the students an
opportunity to learn about and engage in human rights fact-finding, an
important human rights tool and a type of advocacy amongst the most
prevalent in the international human rights field. Having had this experience
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will be critical for those clinic students who will seek employment in the
international human rights field.
1. Learning International Law
With regard to the specifically identified goals, this project required that
the students learn substantive aspects of international human rights law,
given that the goal of the project was to measure the conditions they found
against international law and domestic constitutional law. In particular, they
had to learn the law regarding detention, punishment, and due process rights
mandated by the Refugee Convention, as well as due process rights and the
prohibition CIDT set forth in the ICCPR, the CAT, and by customary
international law. The students also had to learn about reservations to
treaties, which the United States has attached to the ICCPR with regard to,
inter alia, CIDT.40 Moreover, they had to learn about the role of customary
international law in U.S. domestic law. They learned this law by conducting
legal research and applying the law to the conditions of the detention center,
as well as through preparation for, and discussion in, the seminar portion of
the Clinic.
The scope of the international law that students learned, however, was
somewhat narrow and limited. That was the only downside to this project.
To make up for this, we discussed many other areas of international human
rights law in the seminar portion of the Clinic, and students were expected
to review numerous international law instruments and sources in order to
identify which international human rights laws were implicated in the
project. In this way, they were exposed to other international human rights
law that they were unable to directly apply in their work on the project.
In addition, projects should be academically challenging, pushing
learning to its limits. This project, through which students were learning
about international law, provided an opportunity for academic rigor, another
important principle of clinical legal education.41
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2. Interview Skills
The project also provided students the opportunity to learn and practice
interview skills. Critical to interviewing skills is active listening—where the
speaker is informed that the listener understands both the verbal and
emotive elements through the listener’s appropriate eye contact, body
language, verbal recognition, and displays of empathy. This skill is
important not only because it can put the speaker at ease and build rapport,
but also because it may illicit more crucial information. With regard to this
project, not only did the Clinic provide training on interviewing skills,
including active listening and working with an interpreter, but each student
had the opportunity to conduct numerous interviews and nearly all had the
opportunity to work with an interpreter. Moreover, in nearly all the
interviews, the other professor or I was present. This provided an
opportunity for constant and repetitive feedback on interview skills, and
each student’s interview skills improved with each interview. There are few
other types of clinical projects that provide the opportunity to conduct so
many interviews with the type and extent of feedback we were able to give.
3. Collaboration
Collaboration is an essential skill to learn in the practice of law and an
important tenet of clinical legal education.42 Moreover, collaboration with
outside organizations is increasingly necessary in international human rights
work.
a) Collaboration with Other Team Members
The project provided an opportunity to experience layers of collaboration
with other team members. The opportunity to collaborate is one most law
courses do not provide, so it is a unique pedagogical goal of most clinics,
and one I closely watch and monitor. This project offered something even
more unique, though, with regard to collaboration.
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Typically in the IHR Clinic, we work in teams of two or three. In this
project, the entire class worked together. At least once a week, and
sometimes more often, the team would get together to plan, brainstorm,
organize, or report. This took on added intensity during the second semester
as the project was being completed. Although there was tension at times,
the class worked remarkably well through any disagreements or divergent
ideas. They were respectful of each other. They also quickly learned how
important it is to carry through with one’s responsibilities because often the
entire class was depending on a student’s completing his or her part of the
puzzle. This was especially true in the writing of the report.
In addition to the team working together, often two or three students
would work together on separate pieces of the project, so that they were
collaborating with one or two others, in addition to the entire team. And
finally, they interviewed in teams of two. Each team was responsible for
writing a memo of their interview and entering the information into the
chart of responses we were maintaining. Thus, they were collaborating with
the same person all semester on interviewing and writing.
These layers of collaboration gave students exposure to working with
different sized groups and with many different peers.
b) Collaboration with Outside Organizations
In this project, the Clinic collaborated closely with OneAmerica, and in
particular, its human rights associate. The associate attended nearly every
class, contributed to the discussion regarding areas about which to inquire,
attended several of the interviews, and coordinated and assigned the list of
detainees to interview. She also helped edit portions of the students’ writing
of the report. The importance of working with another organization in
human rights work was discussed in the seminar portion of the class; in
particular, we talked about the often critical assistance such an organization
can give in human rights work, both domestically and abroad. In this
project, students soon realized how critical OneAmerica’s relationship with
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other community organizations and families of those in detention was to our
ability to get names of detainees to interview. They also were cognizant of
OneAmerica’s role in assisting the writing of the grant and the fact that the
grant allowed the hiring of the human rights associate to do much of the
essential work of OneAmerica with regard to this project.
In addition, members of the executive team of OneAmerica became more
involved toward the end of the project, including editing the Executive
Summary and parts of the report. The students saw how its organizational
mission was incorporated into the report. Moreover, when the
communications director from OneAmerica came for a two-hour class to
discuss media strategies, this critical role of OneAmerica became quite
clear. Students realized that the Clinic was simply not in a position to
adequately harness the power of the media to publicize the report. In this
way, they also came to understand the value of collaboration with an
outside organization with this expertise.
Finally, sometimes working with outside organizations can create tension
and stress, especially with regard to divergent goals or interests.43 This did
occur in a very slight way just as the report was being finalized, but it was
after the students had concluded their role. Although the issue of tensions
and divergent interests was discussed in general in the seminar portion,
students did not get a chance to experience any of the tensions that often
occur, or to work through them. Ideally, this is something I would hope
would occur in the Clinic, although it did not in this project.
4. Improving Legal Research and Legal Synthesis
With this project, students had to do relatively sophisticated research,
which included research on treaties and customary international law,
domestic constitutional law, and how CIDT under the Fifth Amendment’s
due process clause was defined in civil institutions, as opposed to penal
institutions under the Eighth Amendment. In addition, the students
conducted significant legal research to determine whether any regulations
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existed that would apply to the detention center, what the detention
standards were, and whether they were binding. The students also
researched the federal nutritional guidelines, which the contract between
ICE and the GEO Group required that GEO follow. The research was
challenging, and the students were pushed to do as much as possible. The
legal synthesis of what the research produced, always a struggle (it seems)
for students, was a constant challenge. We, the professors, were constantly
pushing students to synthesize the information they were learning. The
project provided an opportunity to improve legal synthesis skills and to
understand the importance of proper legal synthesis.
5. Improving Legal Analysis and Legal Writing
The project provided students with a great opportunity to engage in and
improve legal analysis and writing. In many ways, this was the heart of this
project, as the project entailed students applying international and domestic
law to the conditions they were finding to determine whether there were
violations of the law. After the legal research and synthesis of the law,
students engaged in in-depth analysis to come to conclusions about whether
the conditions were violative of the law. This entailed significant
discussion. In practice, all of the students in both semesters had the
responsibility to research some aspect of law, synthesize it, and share it with
the group. Then, approximately half of the students each semester were
engaged in writing about what the law required. The other half were
responsible for writing about the background of detention policy, or the
results of the investigation itself. When all of this was done, we discussed as
a class during the second semester whether there were violations. After
intense discussion, there was almost always universal agreement with the
conclusions that were made. Those who wrote the summary for a particular
topic then wrote a conclusion about whether the facts they found violated
the law. Then this was reviewed by the students who had written
descriptions of the law. Thus, everyone was involved in both legal writing
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and legal analysis. This project was a great success in meeting this
pedagogical goal.
6. Opportunity to Engage in Factual Investigation
Clearly, the project provided an opportunity to both plan and engage in a
factual investigation, given that it was a fact-finding report. In addition to
learning how to conduct interviews, students read and learned about
strategic issues involved in a human rights fact-finding and were able to put
such knowledge into action. They did this by helping to decide who to
interview and how to get names of detainees to interview, and in helping to
formulate the areas of inquiry and questions. But they realized there was
more to the factual investigation than this. They located and read prior
annual ICE reports on the facility, located and read news reports on
conditions at the NWDC, engaged in a tour of the facility, and asked
questions of ICE and GEO Group officials after the tours.
There was also a fair amount of discussion regarding what other types of
investigation we should conduct. One student suggested the class locate and
interview either former or current guards or others who worked in the
facility. For a variety of reasons, including concerns about confidentiality
and practicalities of time, this did not come to fruition.
From a pedagogical perspective, I was happy with the students’
involvement regarding their planning of questions, ways to broaden the pool
of detainees to interview, their questions of ICE and GEO officials, and
other types of research they conducted. In an ideal world, I would have
liked students to have been involved in the overall planning of the
investigation at an earlier stage, but given the time constraints and realities
of a legal clinic, this was not accomplished. I also would have liked more
discussion earlier regarding other types of investigative activities to engage
in. However, I felt that failure was mine and not the students’.
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7. Opportunity to Learn about Office Organization and Management
of Legal Work
One of the pedagogical goals of most clinics is to have the students
acquire at least a minimal understanding of office organization and
management of legal work. This is sometimes more challenging in a clinic
that does not engage in more traditional legal work such as litigation or
transactional work. However, regardless of the project, students are
expected to create and organize both hard and electronic files and maintain
them appropriately, regardless of whether they are legal research files,
correspondence, documents, or attorney notes; keep track of their time;
understand and respect confidential information of their project and other
cases within the larger clinic; understand the role of support staff and use
the support appropriately; maintain office hours; and generally follow the
office procedures set forth in the larger clinic’s office manual.
Because there was no client in this case, students did not have an
opportunity to draft an engagement letter or create and file client
correspondence. Nor were the issues of attorney-client privilege information
applicable to this case (although there was with the clinic as a whole). But
students were expected to comply with all other tasks associated with office
organization and management. In this way, the project met this pedagogical
goal.
8. Gain Empathy
One goal I have for my clinic is that students, through their work, arrive
at an appreciation for the realities of the lives of those they serve and that
they gain empathy and learn the importance of empathetic lawyering.44 I
attempt to get them to see what life is like through the eyes of those with
whom they are working. For students, many (but not all) of whom come
from a relatively privileged and middle-class background, it is easy to
forget the day to day struggle many people face and the effect this has on
them. Empathy is a very important attribute to acquire for anyone who
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works with people, but it is especially critical for those who serve certain
populations who exist at the margins of our society. 45
Empathy, of course, is not something that can be forced, and lecture after
lecture cannot transfer it. It must be something organic, something that
comes from “locating” oneself into the shoes of another, or at least
attempting to. Often the beginnings of this “relocation” come when one
interacts with,46 and actively listens to, someone else. Even this, though, by
itself may not result in empathy. “Location” has to be an intentional
experience. It is often by preparing oneself ahead of time for active
listening, as well internally reflecting on the experience, that leads to
empathy. As a teacher, I can provide the interactive experience and
encourage the necessary reflection through discussion and questions. This is
what I attempt to do. In addition, I try to create the tools, patterns, and
habits so that such empathy can be acquired more easily and routinely in the
future as well.
In the Clinic, students had numerous opportunities to interact with
detainees. It was clear that most detainees were depressed, and all were in
real psychological or emotional pain.47 Many detainees wept as soon as the
students began talking with them simply because no one else from the
outside had met with them or spoken to them, let alone seemed to care
about what they were going through. The students were greatly affected by
this, although it was apparent in some more than others. We spent a fair
amount of time talking about what it must be like to be in the detention
center, a very gray place (literally and figuratively), away from family and
friends. Of course, trying to assess whether the conditions of the detention
center arose to CIDT—whether the conditions as a whole were punitive in
nature, for example—was what primarily led to this discussion. But it did
provide a chance for students to seriously contemplate what it was like to be
in the detention center, in combination with other aspects of specific
detainees’ lives that must have made simply existing day to day very
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difficult and at times very painful.48 This in and of itself was a very
transformative experience for most students.
9. Having a Transformative Experience in the Area of Social Justice
The opportunity for transformative work—work that will make a
difference to a great number of people—in the area of social justice is a
recognized goal of some clinical law programs.49 This project provided such
an opportunity to create a human rights report and use it to advocate for
change in detention policy and/or to improve conditions for thousands.
Being able to engage in transformative work is important to me, personally,
as a human rights lawyer. Although I am unsure if I believe transformative
work should be a goal for clinical work at law schools, I do believe when
you have the opportunity to do so, it is a great experience for students. In
fact, much, but not all, of the work we did in the IHR Clinic was
transformative work in that it sought to change or impact the larger law in
some way.
However, a diferent but related goal for clinics, especially for an
international human rights clinic, is to engage in a project that will be a
transformative experience for students in the way they see the role of law
and access to justice in a democratic and socially just society, a wellrecognized pedagogical goal.50 As mentioned above, social justice is also
part of the mission of the Seattle University School of Law.51
What I try to impart to my students is that an important role for lawyers is
to think critically about the law in terms of equal access to justice. It is
thinking critically about the law that leads one to advocate for improving it
in a way that results in greater social justice. In that vein, we discuss access
to justice and how, basically, the detainees did not have such access. I also
hope that students take away from the Clinic the importance of access to
justice to the optimal functioning of our democracy.
Exposing the students to the current immigration and detention laws,
detention conditions, as well as the lack of any binding regulations
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governing the conditions of detention centers, provided an opportunity for
the students to think critically about the law. Their interviews with
detainees provided an opportunity to see the impact of the law from the
detainees’ perspective. Most, if not all, of the students reported being
transformed by this experience. They came to realize not only the degree of
suffering by the detainees, but also that there were no legally binding
regulations regarding conditions. They learned, too, that few had
meaningful access to lawyers and thus justice, even if they could pay for an
attorney. In addition, they realized that many lacked a clear understanding
of the rules of the facility, let alone immigration law, due to language
barriers.
10. Understanding the Role Media Can Play in Human Rights
Advocacy
The media, of course, can play a very large, and often crucial, role in
human rights work and advocacy. It can expose problems and human rights
violations, give press attention to human rights reports, and place pressure
on government. Knowing how to effectively work with the media is
essential. This includes knowing what “hook” will catch the attention of the
media, how to keep the media focused on the issue or problems you want
them to stay focused on, and how to frame an issue through the media to get
the attention of the public in a favorable way.
I often discuss the role of the media in the seminar portion of the class,
but rarely does the Clinic have the opportunity to experience working with
the media. In this project, not only did the students get to hear and learn
from OneAmerica’s communications director about working with the
media, but the students were actively involved in discussing what the hook
would be for the media and for the public. We discussed how to present the
issues for the best possible exposure. It was not a work in the abstract or in
theory. It was very real.
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Even more exciting, several of the students were able to participate in the
press conference that OneAmerica organized for the release of the report.
The report received quite a lot of national coverage.52 I think the students
themselves were a bit shocked as to how much exposure and impact the
report had. They experienced the power of the media first hand. I can
imagine only few projects in which a clinic could engage that would meet
this pedagogical goal as well as this one.
11. Addressing Ethical Issues
As mentioned above, I always strive to have the students experience and
grapple with one or more ethical or professional responsibility issues during
the course of the Clinic.
This project presented several ethical and professional responsibility
issues for the students to address. At the outset, students grappled with the
nature of their relationship with the detainees. They knew that they were not
establishing attorney-client relationships, and we discussed the fact that,
since the detainees were not going to be giving information for purposes of
legal advice, the information they gave would not be protected by the
attorney-client privilege. We would use pseudonyms, which offered some
protection, of course. At the same time, students wanted to be able to help
the detainees if they needed it. But we could not give legal advice; that was
not our role. After struggling with the issue, the students decided they
would give a list of resources, mostly legal resources, to the detainees if
requested.
The discussion regarding whether we should tell ICE about our
investigation, the issue regarding using pictures the public affairs officer
had taken, and the questions about what information we could or should
attribute to the ICE and GEO officials given during the tours were all
ethical and professional issues with which the students were presented.
Struggling with these issues helped clarify for the students both the ethical
role of attorneys and the role of professionalism.
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VIII. A FINAL REFLECTION: LEARNING FROM OUR MISTAKES
In addition to reviewing pedagogical goals, it’s important for clinical
professors to reflect on projects with an eye to improvements. With this
project, the Clinic did a good job of keeping the focus on conditions of
immigrant detention when, at times, it seemed the project was growing into
one about immigration policy more broadly. However, a few things could
have been done differently to enhance the experience.
First, like with many projects, this one was bigger and took more time
than we had initially contemplated. Moreover, the report itself took more
time and effort than anyone had expected. The Clinic is a four-credit-persemester clinic, so that helped immensely; I cannot imagine doing a similar
project with less than a four-credit-per-semester clinic.53
Second, preparing the report over two semesters with two different sets
of students was not ideal. A year-long clinic with the same students both
semesters would have been easier and more efficient for a project of this
scope and magnitude.
Third, there would have been less pressure on the students in the second
semester if more of the report—especially the sections outlining the
applicable law—could have been drafted toward the end of the first
semester or, alternatively, if we would have started writing the report earlier
in the second semester. As it was, we had to stop interviewing detainees the
last few weeks just to concentrate on the report. We may have had fewer
detainees interviewed in the prior weeks, but we could have continued to
interview detainees those last few weeks, so the same number could have
been interviewed. This would have created less pressure on the students
who were busily trying to finish the report. They did an outstanding job
completing it, but there likely would have been less editing done by myself,
the other professor, and the human rights associate.
Finally, the project would have been an even better experience if I had
talked earlier in each semester about fact-finding and conducting
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investigations generally and allowed the students more of an opportunity to
plan or contribute to planning the investigation on a less ad hoc basis.
In the end, however, the human rights fact-finding and the report
regarding conditions of immigrant detention by the Seattle University
School of Law International Human Rights Clinic was a success by many
measures. It produced a well-received and well-publicized human rights
report that we hope is making, and will continue to make, a real difference
in the lives of immigrants in detention. The project also met the Clinic’s
pedagogical goals. We hope the project can serve as a model to other clinics
that are looking for projects that bring human rights home.
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